The following table lists classification performance according to F1, MCC, iAUC, and Accuracy measures for different classifiers on unigram and bigram abstract runs. It includes the VTTcv classifier (VTT with a cross-validated threshold), which is not discussed in the main article.
Abstract performance: Feature transforms and dimensionality reduction
The following charts show iAUC, F1, and MCC performance on abstract bigram runs when feature transforms and dimensionality reductions are applied. Stars indicate configurations that performed significantly better (p<0.05, one-tailed test) than the no-transform, no-dimensionality-reduction configuration of the same classifier (indicated with larger circles). Naive Bayes was not tested since it is only applicable to binary data, and VTT was only tested on the sparse transforms (i.e., without PCA-based dimensionality reduction). -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800 SVM  dLDA  LDA  VTT   -IDF+  Norm  IDF  Norm  TFIDF+  Norm  TFIDF   -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800  1000  -100  200  400  600  800 To further compare the importance that different classifier/transform combinations gave to different features, we performed principal component analysis on a matrix composed of the hyperplane coefficients of all such combinations. The following figure shows each transform-classifier hyperplane in terms of its loading on the first two principal components (PCs). This projection separates classifiers that use feature covariance information (LDA, SVM, and Logistic Regression) and those that don't (Naive Bayes, dLDA, VTT). It also groups configurations according to feature transforms, with configurations that included IDF-like transforms clustering separately from those that used no transforms or a simple L2-normalization. In general, SVM and Logistic Regression produce very similar feature loadings, likely due to the fact that they optimize similar cost functions during training. 
Abstract Performance: NER and Metadata Features
The following figures plot the relative changes in F1 and MCC performance when including vs. not-including metadata and NER-derived features on abstract bigram runs with feature transforms. Significant changes (p<0.05, two-tailed test) are indicated by asterisks. For metadata, changes in performance are measured while still including features from the other 4 metadata fields.
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Sentence performance
The following 
Sentence performance: Feature transforms and dimensionality reduction
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Sentence Performance: Most relevant and irrelevant features
We analyzed which features were most relevant and irrelevant for identifying evidence sentences using the same methodology as for abstracts (described in section 1.2). In the following figure, RELEVANT FEA-TURES includes any feature whose standardized coefficient was among the top 5 most positive standardized coefficients for any transform/classifier combination, while IRRELEVANT FEATURES includes any whose standardized coefficient was among the top 5 most negative standardized coefficients for any transform/classifier combination. Transforms are organized in the vertical columns, while classifiers are distinguished by color and marker style. For relevant (irrelevant) features, markers are positioned according to their rank (reverse rank) among the most positive (negative) features for a given classifier and transform combination.
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Sentence Performance: Impact of NER Features
The following figures plot the relative changes in F1 and MCC performance when including vs. not-including NER-derived features on non-transformed sentence bigram runs. Significant changes (p<0.05, two-tailed test) indicated by asterisks.
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